The first topic was to update the committee on the progress on eBay. All seems to be in order with a bit of a summer lull. There are no issues that have not been addressed.

IJN was discussed as it pertains to the leasing topic. The investigation for facts concerning the requirements for leasing are still being developed. A letter for potential buyers is being prepared in the event the Board of Education wishes to send it out.

Washington West parking is progressing with the district waiting on the city’s assigned workers to do the curb cuts. Parking should be available in the lot by September 1.

There is a repeat test necessary for possible lead exposure at Washington West. The tests already done are negative but one of the tests needs to be repeated because the first sample wasn’t taken properly.

Other issues were briefly brought up and discussed including continuing study by Hunt for redesigning the front of OHS; discussion about eBay as a source for future generator purchases if wanted.

The meeting adjourned at 12:40.
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